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The Throne of Ao is the actionpacked first book introducing readers to the world of Ao and the powerful creatures and magicks of the
Realm. Join Val as he discovers the
cost and reality of what it means to
be a hero as he tries to find a cure
for the deadly disease that killed
his mother.
Can Val find a cure amidst a region
torn apart by war or will he become
embroiled in the politics of
the realms as he strugEstimated
gles to right the wrongs
Length:
he finds?

393 pages

About Robby "Zero Angel" Richardson:
Robert Richardson was born and raised in Ohio,
but from a very early age, he always lived in a
fantasy world of one sort or another. Daunted
by the sheer number of Robert Richardson’s in America, he
adopted the pseudonym Zero Angel to distinguish himself
from the others. He graduated from Youngstown State
University with a degree in mathematics before returning
for his master’s degree. He teaches math part-time while
spending the rest of his time pursuing adventures in the
world of War of the Ages and spending time with his future wife, Samantha.

About Zero Angel's War of the Ages:
War of the Ages (WotA) is a fantasy multiverse with dozens
of short stories and full-length novels planned. WotA was
created painstakingly over the course of ten years. The current published multiverse includes six complete universes
with dozens of planets and hundreds of creatures. Each
creature and event in the WotA multiverse has been made
by asking "How can that exist?" and then following the
lines of logic that come from that with frequently surprising results.

Find more from Zero Angel at:
Facebook: /ZAWotA
Twitter: @ZAWotA
Google+: +The Throne of Ao
Myspace: /ApocalypseDesigns

About WotA.Wikispaces.com
The home of all the information about
WotA's multiverse; constantly updated and
developed with new stubs weekly and full
pages monthly. Every casual mention in The
Throne of Ao has entire worlds of backstory
and this is the place to explore those
worlds.

About ApocalypseDesigns.com
Apocalypse Designs was founded with the principle that quantity does not have to replace quality. Currently in charge of
the publication and marketing of Zero Angel's War of the Ages for Kindle and Nook, other media and other multiverses are
being developed now. ApocalypseDesigns.com is solely dedicated to Zero Angel's multiverses and is constantly updated.

www.apocalypsedesigns.com

